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Attention! To simplify the operation of the utility you must call the command line version of Colour
Editor, i.e. ColorEditor.exe. The included colour picker cannot work in batch mode. For real bulk
processing of large image collections it is recommended to use the command line version of the
program. Colour Editor is a lightweight and portable application that can replace colors within BMP
and JPG images. It has integrated color pickers as well as support for bulk processing. Even casual
users with little experience in graphic editing tools can quickly get familiarized with it. No
installation is necessary There are two separate executables in the downloaded package, for single
and bulk processing. They can be copied to a preferred directory on the disk or stored on a flash
drive to launch the tool on any computer without setup. No new entries are added to the system
registry, and no files are created on the disk without your consent. Single and batch processing
mode The interface of Colour Editor is plain and easy to use. The only difference between the
single and batch modes is the fact that the latter one has a list that you can populate with
numerous images from a selected directory to process all files at the same time. It's possible to
view the file contents in a built-in image viewer, use a color picker to select any color from the
picture using the mouse pointer, as well as choose a basic or custom color from the integrated
palette, or directly input the RGB channels if you have this information at hand. Modest utility for
replacing image colors The color picker isn't accompanied by a pixel-level magnification tool to get
a better view of the selected color. Moreover, Colour Editor looks rather rudimentary and doesn't
have more features under its hood. We are also keeping in mind that the developer hasn't updated
it for a significant amount of time. Nonetheless, it's functional on later Windows models, simple to
operate, and gets the job done. Colour Editor Description: Great program! Ease of use:
Functionality: Product Quality: Value for money: Overall: 5 Yes Posted by Unknown on Jun 21st
2018 Great program! Ease of use: Functionality: Product Quality: Value for money: Overall: 5 Yes
Posted by Unknown on Apr 4th 2018 Great program! Ease of use
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Version 13.0 (2019) Please note that this is a beta version and the final product may change. This
is a much faster and more powerful overhaul of our previous Colourer, and is built on our own
algorithm, which is more accurate and reliable. The main objectives of this release are the
following: - Create new renderings and embed the image file directly into the process without
having to drag and drop the files (special user experience). - Powerful numerical processing to help
users get the maximum result possible. - Use the Material property of the image to replace colors
(if your image has the Material property set). - Comprehensive documentation and tutorials - and a
great user experience. Enjoy the new Colourer, and thank you for your help. Feature list: - Support
for images in the BMP, JPG, ICO, PNG, and TGA formats. - Support for Photoshop CS4 to CS6 and
64-bit - Support for Crop, Hue, Saturation, Luminosity and Brightness. - Support for PPM, PFM, IPTC,
IPTC-IEX, IPTC-TIFF and Exif. - Various options for image editing, such as: - Crop and Trim - Resize -
Rotate - Flip - Colorize, and - Adjust Saturation - Black and White - Auto-Detect Image Type -
Enhanced Hue, Saturation, Luminosity and Brightness - Support for Material - Adjust Brightness,
Contrast, Gamma, Gamma, Clarity and Rotation - Adjust Hue, Saturation, Luminosity and
Brightness - Adjust Gamma, Rotation, Brightness, Contrast, Gamma, and Clarity - Embed an image
to the paint editor. - Select colors in the picture using a color picker. - Pre-conversion: Convert to
GIF, JPEG, PNG, PSD or BMP, both ways. - An improved User Interface with a more pleasant user
experience. - Compatible with Photoshop CS4-CS6 and 64-bit. Colour Editor Full Version 17.0
(2019) This is a full version of Colourer. Features: - Support for full image editing, including: -
Image resizing - Crop - Trimming - Adjusting brightness, contrast, gamma, saturation and hue -
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Colour Editor is a lightweight and portable application that can replace colors within BMP and JPG
images. It has integrated color pickers as well as support for bulk processing. Even casual users
with little experience in graphic editing tools can quickly get familiarized with it. No installation is
necessary There are two separate executables in the downloaded package, for single and bulk
processing. They can be copied to a preferred directory on the disk or stored on a flash drive to
launch the tool on any computer without setup. No new entries are added to the system registry,
and no files are created on the disk without your consent. Single and batch processing mode The
interface of Colour Editor is plain and easy to use. The only difference between the single and
batch modes is the fact that the latter one has a list that you can populate with numerous images
from a selected directory to process all files at the same time. It's possible to view the file contents
in a built-in image viewer, use a color picker to select any color from the picture using the mouse
pointer, as well as choose a basic or custom color from the integrated palette, or directly input the
RGB channels if you have this information at hand. Modifications can be applied to the picture by
clicking a button, but they aren't committed until you overwrite the source file or create a new one.
The utility can also be instructed to swap the input and output colors, undo the last action, and
overwrite any existing files without confirmation. It also acts as an image converter because it
gives you the possibility to save BMPs as JPEGs and vice versa (the JPEG quality can be adjusted).
Modest utility for replacing image colors The color picker isn't accompanied by a pixel-level
magnification tool to get a better view of the

What's New in the Colour Editor?

➤ Colour Editor is a free and light-weight application that can replace the colours of BMP and JPG
images. ➤ It has integrated colour pickers as well as support for bulk processing. ➤ Even casual
users with little experience in graphic editing tools can quickly get familiarized with it. ➤ No
installation is necessary. ➤ Single and batch processing mode. ➤ You can view the file contents in a
built-in image viewer, ➤ use a colour picker to select any colour from the picture using the mouse
pointer, as well as ➤ choose a basic or custom colour from the integrated palette, or directly input
the RGB channels if you have this information at hand. ➤ Modifications can be applied to the
picture by clicking a button, but they aren't committed until you overwrite the source file or create
a new one. The utility can also be instructed to swap the input and output colours, undo the last
action, and overwrite any existing files without confirmation. ➤ It also acts as an image converter
because it gives you the possibility to save BMPs as JPEGs and vice versa (the JPEG quality can be
adjusted). ➤ It doesn't have more features under its hood. ➤ The colour picker isn't accompanied
by a pixel-level magnification tool to get a better view of the selected colour. ➤ Colour Editor looks
rather rudimentary and doesn't have more features under its hood. We are also keeping in mind
that the developer hasn't updated it for a significant amount of time. Nonetheless, it's functional on
later Windows models, simple to operate, and gets the job done. Installation: 1. Copy the archive
file to the directory with your images. 2. Rename it to "Colour Editor" 3. Double-click the
executable file to start the application 4. Load the images from the directory, or file browsing
option if you have opted to choose the images from the current folder by default Update: No
updates from the last version are available, no CVEs were identified, and no known exploits were
found Compatible with: Windows 8.1, Windows 8, Windows 7 Review Source: Windows Store More
Info Version: 1.5.0.2.0 Date Added: Mar 21, 2018 Price: Free Downloads
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System Requirements For Colour Editor:

OS: Windows Vista, 7, 8, and 10. Windows Vista, 7, 8, and 10. Processor: 1.8 GHz 1.8 GHz RAM: 2
GB 2 GB Graphics: DirectX 9 graphics device with Shader Model 3.0 DirectX 9 graphics device with
Shader Model 3.0 Hard Disk: 500 MB Hard Disk: 500 MB Sound Card: DirectX 9 sound device with
OSS 3.0 compliant Net Framework 3.5 (or 4) (or 4) DirectX: DirectX
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